Donation and transplantation coverage in the Canadian media: a content analysis of story focus over 2 decades
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SUMMARY

Media coverage affects policy and debates around organ donation and transplantation. We performed a content analysis of stories in the Canadian popular press with a focus on organ donation and transplantation. We built a data set of articles published between Jan. 1, 2000, and May 7, 2019, that included 2082 articles, and we assessed their headlines and lead paragraphs to determine the stories’ focus and tone. The most common topics were recipients and donors (46.4%), policy (31.6%) and raising awareness/funds (26.6%). The tone of the articles was positive in 39.1%, neutral in 34.4%, and negative in 26.5%. The strong focus on patients in the reporting may be clouding critical policy discussions. Health communicators and policy-makers should continually assess how to create engaging messaging that remains accurate.

IMPORTANT CHANGES ARE TAKING PLACE IN THE CANADIAN ORGAN DONATION AND TRANSPLANTATION LANDSCAPE (E.G., PRESUMED CONSENT LEGISLATION IN NOVA SCOTIA, ADVANCEMENTS IN PRECISION ALLOCATION, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE IN DYING [MAiD]) THAT REQUIRE POLICY-MAKERS TO CONSIDER ISSUES OF EQUITY, TRUST AND, AS A RESULT, PUBLIC SUPPORT. MEDIA COVERAGE AFFECTS POLICY AND DEBATES,1–3 INFLUENCING THE CANADIAN PUBLIC’S PERCEPTION OF ORGAN DONATION AND TRANSPLANTATION.4 WE Sought TO ANALYZE HOW DONATION AND TRANSPLANTATION HAS BEEN PORTRAYED IN THE CANADIAN POPULAR PRESS OVER THE PAST 2 DECADES, SPECIFICALLY WITH REGARDS TO WHICH DONATION AND TRANSPLANTATION STORIES RECEIVE THE MOST FOCUS.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

We built a collection of 2082 Canadian news articles covering relevant stories using the Dow Jones Factiva database. We searched for and downloaded English-language articles published between Jan. 1, 2000, and May 7, 2019, in Canada’s most popular print media sources with “organ” and various forms of “donate” or “transplant” appearing in the headline or lead paragraph. See Appendix 1 (available at www.canjsurg.ca/lookup/doi/10.1503/cjs.012721/tab-related-content) for further details on our data collection choices and procedures.

We designed a content analysis approach to determine the focus of newspaper stories by applying and adapting the methods and findings from a similar study conducted in the US.1 Our final story categorization list included 13 main focus categories, specific corresponding subcategories, and a secondary focus category to provide greater detail.

The content analysis coding process involved determining story type by analyzing the headline and lead paragraph, which was done as a means of replicating the general public’s reading trends. We coded for tone (positive, negative, neutral) on the basis that increased and more effective donation and transplantation was positive. Reliability testing of the coding demonstrated adequate agreement (81.4%). See Appendix 1 for details on data analysis procedures, including coding frame.
The 2082 news articles in our analysis were published in 22 Canadian newspapers (average 107 per newspaper) (Table 1). Policy-related topics received considerable focus (492 [23.6%]) — only slightly less than patient-focused narratives (combining recipients and donors, 506 [24.3%]). Combining the main and secondary focus, articles focused on patients in a total of 966 (46.4%) articles, on policy in 657 (31.6%), and on raising awareness/funds in 554 (26.6%). The topic of donation rates received considerably less attention (200 [9.6%]), as did stories focused on medical procedures (139 [6.7%]) and research (121 [5.8%]). Only a very small number of articles focused on specific...
The portrayal of organ donation and transplantation in the Canadian popular press from 2000 to 2019 typically had a slight positive-leaning tone (Table 2). Stories focused on donors were typically positive (60.4% positive v. 6.0% negative), as were stories focused on recipients (59.9% positive v. 18.5% negative). Stories about raising awareness/funds were typically neutral or positive (55.7% neutral v. 39.3% positive), whereas policy-focused stories leaned toward negative (45.3% neutral v. 33.1% negative v. 21.5% positive). Half of all stories about donation rates were negative (49.5%) (Table 2).

**DISCUSSION**

The overall tone of the articles had only a slight positive trend (39.1% positive) (Table 2). Stories focused on donors were typically positive (60.4% positive v. 6.0% negative), as were stories focused on recipients (59.9% positive v. 18.5% negative). Stories about raising awareness/funds were typically neutral or positive (55.7% neutral v. 39.3% positive), whereas policy-focused stories leaned toward negative (45.3% neutral v. 33.1% negative v. 21.5% positive). Half of all stories about donation rates were negative (49.5%) (Table 2).
how these narrative elements might be influencing the understanding and evaluation of policies (e.g., changing to a presumed consent donation policy). Research shows, for example, that a patient/narrative focus, especially in the case of testimonials, can overemphasize anecdotes at the expense of facts, therefore potentially distorting systemic, population-based realities.2–5

The detailing of individual cases can help generate awareness of a positive donor response, but the question of which individuals’ stories receive attention deserves consideration. Indeed, our content analysis noted a focus on specific ethnic/cultural groups in only 2% of articles. Further, there is a trend of focusing on the positive stories of donors and recipients rather than on, for example, recipients-in-waiting, which might have negative consequences on communicating Canada’s organ donor shortages in an effective manner. Although low donation rates received some focus, they received less focus than fundraising and awareness-raising efforts and considerably less focus than patients.

While the high concentration of coverage on individuals might cloud critical policy discussions, news coverage focused strictly on policy or procedures without any narrative qualities might fail to capture readers’ attention or generate emotional responses. Policy-makers must continually consider this communication tension, balancing the need for scientific and statistical accuracy against the use of engaging and relatable personal narratives.1 Communicators should also consider how issues of utility and equality are presented. Maintaining trust and a perception of fairness in our health care system remains essential. This will require the careful monitoring of Canadian media and clear, accurate, and creative communication approaches. In this regard, future media research could focus on a range of donation and transplantation topics, including discourse on specific organs, specific contexts, (e.g., transplantation for patients with HIV) in French-language articles, or on popular social media platforms.
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